Freshman Debating Society.

A regular meeting of the Freshman Debating Society was held last week Friday, in Room II, Rogers. The meeting was a business one, and various parts of the constitution were considered. There was a great deal of discussion as to what the society should be called, but the name “Forum of Technology, 1905,” was finally selected, and the society will be known by this name in the future. The next regular meeting will be held on Friday, Jan. 17, in Room II, Rogers. The plan of the society is to limit its membership to one less than the number of states, so that each member will represent some part of the country. Bills will be introduced by the different members and discussed at length, thus providing practical experience not only in the forms of debate, but in English composition and expression as well.

A 25-DOLLAR PRIZE.

Competition for a Cover Design.

A prize of $25 will be awarded to the designer of an acceptable cover for TECHNIQUE, 1903.

The competition is open to all who have ever been connected with the Institute. The class colors are blue and gold, but no restrictions are made as to colors used. An elaborate design is not wanted, but one in which the lettering, the composition and color scheme are dignified, harmonious and distinctive. The judges will be chosen by the Board of Editors. Place a distinguishing mark on design, and in a sealed envelope containing name and address of designer.

Size of cover is 7 x 9 1/2 inches. All designs must be sent to the “Cage” on or before Feb. 12, 1902.